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Victoria Miro has established a studio space in Venice for invited artists to spend extended time in the historic
city and make new bodies of work. In September the gallery will present an exhibition of small-scale figurative
paintings created in the Venice studio by the acclaimed Spanish artist Secundino Hernández.
Speaking about the new studio space, Victoria Miro said: ‘When I opened the gallery in Venice two years ago, I always had in mind
the idea of setting up a studio and apartment, so artists could spend time here and create work. Venice is a place so beloved by
artists and I hope this opportunity to both make and show works in the heart of the city will bring about something new and
unexpected.’
Hernández is one of most dynamic painters of his generation, celebrated for his spirited enquiry into the language, history and
enduring potential of his medium. For this new body of work, created in Venice earlier this year, the artist focuses on the human
form. The paintings – some no bigger than a hand’s width – condense Hernández’s signature approach to material and process,
alighting on the classical subject of the female nude while introducing a host of additional referents. Among these is the city of
Venice, which has been a context and a source of inspiration, its presence felt in the tones and surfaces of the works on view.
Hernández considers the classical tradition part of his creative DNA and has returned to subject of the figure at various points in
his career. The artist has also often spoken about his work in visceral terms – its painterly surfaces and underlying linen support
being akin to flesh and bone. Here, references to the body are manifest while Hernández’s signature processes of making and
unmaking, and their underlying psychological and philosophical implications, assume additional corporeal resonance beyond the
work’s material production, alluding to the ways in which identity is forged through time.

From sketches and preparatory works made before a model, Hernández has developed numerous approaches to his subject matter.
Lines, rapidly or tenderly applied, sometimes delicate yet always incisive, propose the body as a site of analytical and metaphorical
enquiry. In evidence are a number of processes developed by the artist, familiar in his large-scale abstract works. These include his
‘wash’ method, in which areas of pigment are erased with water to expose the canvas beneath. Almost archaeological in nature, this
process openly displays the triumphs and struggles of the artist’s practice. While the ‘wash’ paintings always have a dramatic,
exploratory quality, here the results suggest cuts or abrasions to the skin. Stitching, a relatively new development in Hernández’s
practice, adds a further dimension to the linear and structural concerns that underpin his work and feeds into an ongoing dialogue
around processes of construction, deconstruction and reconstruction. As in his large-scale abstract works, the unpainted areas in
these intimate works acts as a structural element, providing a counterpoint to the volumes of the human form.
The influence of Venice on these works is one that seeped gradually into the artist’s consciousness and took him by surprise. It can
be seen in his use of colour, reminiscent of the flesh tones of Venice’s architecture, as well as in the surfaces of its timeworn waterside
buildings, which correspond with the textures of the bodies brought into being on canvas.
A publication with a new text by the author, screenwriter and director Ray Loriga will accompany the exhibition.
About the artist
Secundino Hernández was born in 1975 in Madrid, where he currently lives and works. Solo exhibitions of his work have been
presented at international institutional venues including CAC Málaga, Spain (2018); Taidehalli Helsinki, Finland (2018); Yuz
Museum, Shanghai (2015); Maison Louis Carré, Bazoches-sur-Guyonne, France (2014); Galerie Krinzinger, Vienna, Austria (2007,
2010, 2014); Galerie Forsblom, Helsinki, Finland (2010, 2014, 2017); Galerie Heinrich Ehrhardt, Madrid, Spain (2006, 2009, 2011,
2013, 2014, 2019) and Galerie Bärbel Grässlin (2013, 2016, 2018). The artist has also participated in group shows including Summer
Exhibition, Royal Academy, London (2017); Abstract Painting Now, Kunsthalle Krems, Krems, Austria (2017); Das Allerletze Prof.
Winkler Stipendium at Kunstverein Weiden, Austria (2013); Alone Together at the Rubell Family Collection / Contemporary Arts
Foundation, Miami, USA (2013); Dialogos DKV - Patio Herreriano at Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Espanol, Valladolid, Spain
(2013); Berlin Status 1 at Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, Germany (2012) and Berlin Klondyke 2011 at Art Center Los Angeles,
USA (2011). His work is in numerous institutional and private collections, including National Museum of Wales, Cardiff, UK;
Auckland Art Gallery, New Zealand; Museo Patio Herreriano, Valladolid, Spain; Helga de Alvear Foundation, Cáceres, Spain;
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